Introduction
Given a full set of measures (states) on a Boolean algebra B, we can represent B, as shown by M.J. li^czynski in [3]» as a numerical Boolean algebra. A slight modification of a definition of a measure allows us to extend the theory to the case of bounded distributive lattices. On the other handr J. Klukowski 
and T. Traozyk [2]
have developed a numerical representation of Post algebras, which turns out to be a particular case of that for bounded distributive lattices. Let P be a Post algebra of order n, i.e. P is isomorphic to a coproduct (in -the category of bounded distributive lattices) of its center B and an n-element chain C. It was shown in [2] that a full set of measures on B and a sequenoe of real numbers 0 = a^< a^ <... < an_-j = 1 (which can be considered as a one-element full set of measures on C) do not necessarily generate a full set of measures on P. Hence, a natural problem arises: given full sets of measures, say MK and ML, on bounded distributive lattices K and L, respectively, find conditions for M^ and M^ to generate a full set of measures on KilL, the «¡Dyj-coproduct of K and L. And this is an aim of the paper.
Preliminaries
Y Let X be a non-empty set. Let <0, 1> A be a set of all functions from X into the real interval <0, 1>, with a natural ordering -775 -
for any x e X. Proof. If f,g,h e L, f vg = f vh and f A g = f Ah, then from (ii), f + g = f + h, i.e. g = h. Hence L contains neither M^ nor as a sublattice.
In the sequel we restrict our consideration to the category ©01 of distributive lattices with 0 and 1. The following definitions are slight modifications of those from [3] . 
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The next step would be m(a1b1 v a2b2 va-jb^) = mK(a., )mL(b.j) + mK(a2)m^(b2) + + mK(a2)mL(b3) -mK(a1a2)mL(b1b2) -mK(a1a.j)mL(b1b.j) --nijj(a2a^)mj-(b2b^) + m^ia.ja^^Jm^ib.jbjjb^), etc. However, the representation (r) of an element x need . not, in general, be unique, and the correctness of the above "definition" would require cumbersome calculations. Therefore we choose to define m in a less straightforward manner, namely, by using a topological representation of a distributive lattice.
2. Construction of a measure on the coproduct Let K e Let X be a set of all prime filters of K, and let h be a mapping defined by h(a) = {v e X: a e v}.
According to H. Priestley [5], we introduce an,order on X by V1 $ V2 iff 2 V2
and the topology 'generated by a subbase_consisting of the sets of the form h(a) n (X\h(a ')), where a,a' e K. Then K is isomorphic to the ring of all clopen decreasing subsets of X (see [5] ). Given a measure m^ on K, we wish to define a measure (i.e. finitely additive set function) on the field F of all clopen subsets of X, in such a way that the condition yK(h(a)) = mR(a), a e K, be satisfied. In other words, we want to extend m to a measure defined on the minimal Boolean extention of K). It is known that any clopen subset of X is of the form -778 -Numeric al,re pre se nt ation
where aif s^sK, Taking into consideration that h(a.,), h(a^) are decreasing sets and hfa^a^) = h(a.j) nh(a^) is their intersection, we define inductively as follows (a) yK(h(ai) n (X\ht a^))) « mK( a1) -mK( a1 a.,' J j suppose that ¿jg is defined on the sets of the form
Again, the coreotness of the above definition is not obvious. Here is the proof.
Let us assume first that K is finite. The field of subsets of X generated by all the h(a), aeK can be easily described in terms of its constituents (minimal non-empty members; in the finite case the constituents are one-element sets). It is known that any constituent has the form h( a^ ) n h{82) i ... 0 h(a^) N (X \ h() ) r> (X \ h() n ... ...n (X \ h(ak+1) ), i.e. the form h(a^) n(X\h(a£)T, where a 1 " a 1 a 2*** a k* a 2 " a k+1 va k+2 v ••• va k+l (av...,ak+1 eK). Then we can define a function on constituents by setting
Since any element of the field P is a jinion of some number of constituents (constituents are pairwise disjoint), we can easily extend to a measure pg on F. Now, we can prove that the formula (d) is valid for any a.|»a2 e K * i * e * ^ true without the assumption that C = h(a.j) n(X\h(a2)) is a constituent. The proof is done by induction on a number, say 1, of constituents in C. If 1 = 0, i.e. C is empty, then obviously a1 < &2 and both sides of as desired. It follows from the above considerations that the definition of is proper (in fact, = pK) and is a measure on F. Now, let us drop the assumption of finiteness of K. First, we need to show that if a given set C eP has two representations, say n m C « (J (h(ai) n (X\h(a/))) = y (h(bj) n (X\h{bJ))), i=i d=i then the recursive formulas (a) and (b) give the same value for jjk(C). To this end, let us consider a (finite) subfield F' of P, generated by the elements hfa^), h(a^) (i=1,...,n) which is precisely the result of [2] . Example 2. Let K, L be finite Boolean lattices* Let {'bii i e i} ({c^: j e j}) be the set of all atoms of K (L, res p.). Let Mk = {mD: p e P}, ML = {mq : q e Q}, and let /3ip = mp(biJ, 2fjq = Then tlla condition for MK®ML to be full is 
